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Atmospheric neutrino oscillations and new physics
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We study the robustness of the determination of the neutrino masses and mixing from the analysis of
atmospheric and K2K data under the presence of different forms of phenomenologically allowed new physics
in thenm –nt sector. We focus on vector and tensor-like new physics interactions which allow us to treat, in a
model independent way, effects due to the violation of the equivalence principle, violations of the Lorentz
invariance both CPT conserving and CPT violating, non-universal couplings to a torsion field and non-standard
neutrino interactions with matter. We perform a global analysis of the full atmospheric data from SKI together
with long baseline K2K data in the presence ofnm→nt transitions driven by neutrino masses and mixing
together with sub-dominant effects due to these forms of new physics. We show that within the present degree
of experimental precision, the extracted values of masses and mixing are robust under those effects and we
derive the upper bounds on the possible strength of these new interactions in thenm –nt sector.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Neutrino oscillations are entering a new era in which
observations from underground experiments obtained w
neutrino beams provided to us by Nature—either from
Sun or from the interactions of cosmic rays in the upp
atmosphere—are being confirmed by experiments us
‘‘man-made’’ neutrinos from accelerators and nuclear re
tors @1#.

For atmospheric neutrinos, Super-Kamiokande~SK! high
statistics data@2,3# established beyond doubt that the o
served deficit in them-like atmospheric events is due to th
neutrinos arriving in the detector at large zenith angles, an
is best explained bynm oscillations. This evidence was als
confirmed by other atmospheric experiments such
MACRO @4# and Soudan 2@5#.

The KEK to Kamioka long-baseline neutrino oscillatio
experiment ~K2K! uses an accelerator-produced neutr
beam mostly consisting ofnm with a mean energy of 1.3
GeV and a neutrino flight distance of 250 km to probe
same oscillations that were explored with atmospheric n
trinos. Their results@6# show that both the number of ob
served neutrino events and the observed energy spectrum
consistent with neutrino oscillations, with oscillation para
eters consistent with the ones suggested by atmospheric
trinos.

Oscillations are not the only possible mechanism for
mosphericnm→nt flavor transitions. They can also be ge
erated by a variety of forms of nonstandard neutrino inter
tions or properties. In general these alternative mechani
share a common feature: they require the existence o
interaction~other than the neutrino mass terms! that can mix
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neutrino flavors@7#. Among others this effect can arise due
violations of the equivalence principle~VEP! @8–10#, non-
standard neutrino interactions with matter@11#, neutrino cou-
plings to space-time torsion fields@12#, violations of Lorentz
invariance ~VLI ! @13,14# and of CPT symmetry@15–17#.
From the point of view of neutrino oscillation phenomeno
ogy, the most relevant feature of these scenarios is tha
general, they imply a departure from theE21 energy depen-
dence of the oscillation wavelength@18,19#.

Prior to the highest-statistics SK data, some of these s
narios could provide a good description—alternative toDm2

neutrino oscillations—of the atmospheric neutrino pheno
enology @20,21#. However, with more precise data, and
particular with the expansion of the energy range covered
atmospheric neutrino data due to the inclusion of
upward-going muons, these alternative scenarios became
favored as leading mechanism to explain the observat
@22–24#. The results from K2K experiment further single
out oscillations as the dominant mechanism ofnm↔nt tran-
sitions @25#.1

The question arises, however, to what point the poss
presence of these forms of new physics, even if s
dominant, may affect the derived ranges of masses and m
ing from the oscillation analysis of the atmospheric and K
data. Or in other words, to what level our present determi
tion of the neutrino masses and mixing is robust under
presence of phenomenologically allowed new physics
fects.

1Recently@26# SK Collaboration has presented a reanalysis of
SK1 data in terms of the reconstructedL/E which allowed them to
slightly improve the discrimination between oscillations and alt
native mechanisms. Unfortunately, to reproduce such analysis
the subdominant effects discussed here is not possible outsid
collaboration.
©2004 The American Physical Society10-1
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In this paper we address this question by performin
global analysis of the atmospheric and K2K data withnm
→nt transitions driven by neutrino masses and mixing in
presence of some generic forms of new physics. In partic
we consider new physics interactions which are vector-li
or tensor-like~scalar interactions cannot be distinguish fro
oscillations!. This allow us to treat, in a model independe
way, effects due to the violation of the equivalence princip
violations of the Lorentz invariance both CPT conservi
and CPT violating, non-universal couplings to a torsion fie
and non-standard neutrino interactions in matter. In Sec
we present the formalism adopted and the data set use
Sec. III we show the results of our analysis. Conclusions
given in Sec. IV. The technical details of our new statisti
analysis of the atmospheric data are described in the Ap
dix.

II. FORMALISM

In what follows we consider some new physics~NP! sce-
narios which induce new sources of lepton flavor mixing
addition to the ‘‘standard’’Dm2 oscillations (Dm2-OSC!. We
concentrate on flavor mixing mechanisms for which t
propagation of neutrinos (1) and antineutrinos (2) is gov-
erned by the following Hamiltonian@16#:

H6[
Dm2

4E
UuS 21 0

0 1DUu
†

1(
n

sn
6

DdnEn

2
Ujn ,6hnS 21 0

0 1DUjn ,6hn

† , ~1!

whereDm2 is the mass-squared difference between the
neutrino mass eigenstates,sn

6 accounts for a possible rela
tive sign of the NP effects between neutrinos and antineu
nos andDdn parametrizes the size of the NP terms. T
matricesUu andUjn ,6hn

are given by:

Uu5S cosu sinu

2sinu cosu D ,

Ujn ,6hn
5S cosjn sinjne6 ihn

2sinjne7 ihn cosjn
D , ~2!

where we have also accounted for possible non-vanish
relative phaseshn . For concreteness we will focus on N
effects which are induced by tensor-like and vector-like
teractions.

We denote by tensor-like interactions those withn51
leading to a contribution to the oscillation wavelength whi
grows linearly with the neutrino energy. For example, Eq.~1!
can describe the evolution ofnm andnt’s of different masses
in the presence of violation of the equivalence princip
~VEP! due to non universal coupling of the neutrinos,g1
Þg2 (n1 and n2 being related tonm and nt by a rotation
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uG), to the local gravitational potentialf @8,9#.2 Phenom-
enology of neutrino oscillations induced or modified by VE
has been widely studied in the literature@27#.

In this case

Dd152ufu~g12g2![2ufuDg, j15uG , s1
15s1

2 .
~3!

For constant potentialf, this mechanism is phenomenolog
cally equivalent to the breakdown of Lorentz invariance
duced by different asymptotic values of the velocity of t
neutrinos,v1Þv2, with n1 andn2 being related tonm andnt
by a rotationuv @13,14#. In this case

Dd15~v12v2![dv, j15uv , s1
15s1

2 . ~4!

We denote by vector-like interactions those withn50
which induce an energy independent contribution to the
cillation wavelength. This may arise, for instance, from
non-universal coupling of the neutrinos,k1Þk2 (n1 and n2
being related to thenm andnt by a rotationuQ), to a space-
time torsion fieldQ @12#, so

Dd05Q~k12k2![Qdk, j05uQ , s0
15s0

2 . ~5!

Violation of CPT due to Lorentz-violating effects also lead
an energy independent contribution to the oscillation wa
length @15–17# with

~6!

wherebi are the eigenvalues of the Lorentz violating CP
odd operatorn̄L

abm
abgmnL

b and uv is the rotation angle be
tween the corresponding neutrino eigenstates and the fl
eigenstates@16#.

In all these scenarios, if the NP strength is constant al
the neutrino trajectory, the expression ofPnm→nm

takes the
form @16#:

Pnm→nm
512Pnm→nt

512sin22Q sin2S Dm2L

4E
RD ~7!

where the correction to theDm2-OSC wavelength,R, and to
the global mixing angle,Q, verify

R cos 2Q5cos 2u1(
n

Rncos 2jn , ~8!

R sin 2Q5Usin 2u1(
n

Rnsin 2jneihnU, ~9!

2VEP for massive neutrinos due to quantum effects discusse
Ref. @10# can also be parametrized as Eq.~1! with n52.
0-2
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with Rn being the ratio betweenDm2-induced and the NP
induced contributions to the oscillation wavelength

Rn5sn
1

DdnEn

2

4E

Dm2
. ~10!
NP
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For Pn̄m→ n̄m
the same expressions hold with the exchan

sn
1→sn

2 andhn→2hn .
For the sake of simplicity, in what follows we concentra

in scenarios with one NP source characterized by a uniqun.
In this case
sin22Q5
1

R 2
~sin22u1Rn

2sin22jn12Rnsin 2u sin 2jncoshn!, ~11!

R5A11Rn
212Rn~cos 2u cos 2jn1sin 2u sin 2jncoshn!. ~12!
a
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In Fig. 1 we illustrate the effect of the presence of the
in the atmospheric neutrino events distributions
Dm2-OSC plus sub-dominant CPT-even tensor-like a
vector-like NP effects, for some characteristic values of
NP-parameters. In both casesRn is a growing function ofE
and the NP effects become relevant in the higher ene
samples, in particular for upward going muons.

In order to properly define the intervals of variation of t
five parametersDm2, u, Ddn , jn , hn , we can take advan
tage of the symmetries of the Hamiltonian~see also Ref.@28#
for a very similar problem!. For a given value ofsn

1 , from
the expressions~1! and ~2! we see that the Hamiltonian i
invariant under the following transformations:

u→u1p,
jn→jn1p,
hn→hn12p,
Dm2→2Dm2 and u→u1p/2,
Ddn→2Ddn and jn→jn1p/2,
jn→2jn and hn→hn1p.

Furthermore, the relevant survival probabilitiesPnm→nm
and

Pn̄m→ n̄m
are not affected by a change in the overall sign

the Hamiltonian, as well as change in the global phase o
non-diagonal components. Therefore, we also have:

u→u1p/2 andjn→jn1p/2,
u→2u andjn→2jn ,
hn→2hn .

The above set of symmetries allows us to define the ran
of variation of the five parameters as follows:

~a! Dm2>0, ~c! 0<u<p/2,

~b! Ddn>0, ~d! 0<jn<p/4,

~e! 0<hn<p. ~13!

Thus in the general case we cover the mixing param
space by using, for instance, 0<sin2u<1 and 0<sin22jn
<1.

For the case of real relative phase,hnP$0,p%, one can
absorb the two values ofhn into the sign ofjn . In this case
we drop~e! and replace~d! by:
r
d
e

y

f
ts

es

er

~d8! 2p/4<jn<p/4 ~14!

and use instead21<sin 2jn<1.
Finally we notice that the above derivation is valid for

given sign ofsn
1 . Keeping the convention ofDm2.0 and

Ddn.0 the survival probability for the opposite sign can
obtained by the exchange

sin2u→12sin2u and hn→p2hn . ~15!

In addition, we also consider the special case of vec
like NP due to non-standard neutrino-matter interactio
~NSI! @11,21#. In this case the effective Lagrangian descr

FIG. 1. Zenith-angle distributions~normalized to the no-
oscillation prediction! for the Super-Kamiokandem-like events.
The full line gives the distribution for the best fit ofDm2-OSC,
Dm252.231023 eV2 and sin2u50.5. The dashed and dotted line
give the distributions forDm2-OSC1NP scenarios forn51 and
n50 with Dd152.0310224 and Dd054.2310223 GeV respec-
tively. In both casesh5j50 and the oscillation parameters hav
been set to their best fit values.
0-3
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ing the evolution of thenm –nt system can be written a
@21,28#

H65
Dm2

4E
UuS 21 0

0 1DUu
†6A2GFNf~r !S 2«68 /2 «6

«6* «68 /2
D

~16!

whereNf(r ) is the number density of the fermionf along the
pathrW of the neutrinos propagating in the Earth, and«6 and
«68 parametrize the deviation from standard neutrino inter
tions: A2GFNf(r )«1 is the forward scattering amplitude o
the FC processnm1 f→nt1 f , and A2GFNf(r )«18 is the
difference between thent1 f and thenm1 f elastic forward
scattering amplitudes. The corresponding amplitudes for
tineutrinos are given by«2 and «28 . For simplicity we as-
sume that the interactions for neutrinos and antineutrinos
the same, which implies«18 5«28 [«8 and«15«2* [«. Thus
the NSI Hamiltonian contains three real parameters, wh
can be chosen to be«8, u«u and arg(«). NSI and their inter-
play with the oscillations have also been studied in differ
contexts: among others, in relation to supernova neutri
@29#, to the solar neutrino problem@30#, to the LSND results
oscillation results@31#, to neutrinoless double beta deca
@32#, and to present and future laboratory neutrinos@33#.

Formally Eq.~16! can be seen as a special case of Eq.~1!
with n50, s0

252s0
1 , and

Dd052A2GFNf~rW !F

[4.58310222~22Yp!
r~rW !Earth

3g/cm3
F GeV,

cos~2j!5
«8/2

F , sin~2j!5
u«u
F , h5arg~«!, ~17!

with F5Au«u21
«82

4
.

Technically the main difference is that NSI only affect t
evolution of neutrinos in the Earth, and their streng
changes along the neutrino trajectory. Consequently the
vor transition probability cannot be simply read from Eq.~7!
and its evaluation requires the numerical solution of the n
trino evolution in the Earth matter. In our calculations we u
PREM @35# for the Earth’s density profile and a chemic
composition with proton-nucleon ratioYp50.497 in the
mantle and 0.468 in the core. In what follows for the sake
concreteness we set our normalization on these param
by considering that the relevant neutrino interaction in
Earth occurs only with down-type quarks.

Concerning the data samples used in the analysis, fo
mospheric neutrinos we include in our analysis all the c
tained events as well as the upward-going neutrino-indu
muon fluxes from the latest 1489 SK data set@2#. This
amounts for a total of 55 data points. Details of our n
statistical analysis, introduced here for the first time, are p
sented in the Appendix.
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For the analysis of K2K we include the data on the n
malization and shape of the spectrum of single-ringm-like
events as a function of the reconstructed neutrino energy@6#.
We bin the data in five 0.5 GeV bins with 0,Erec

,2.5 GeV plus one bin containing all events above 2.5 G
Details of our analysis of the K2K data were presented
Ref. @34# and will not be repeated here. Let us just comme
that together with statistical uncertainties we also account
the systematic uncertainties associated with the determ
tion of the neutrino energy spectrum in the near detector,
model dependence of the amount of nQE contamination,
near-far extrapolation and the overall flux normalization.

FIG. 2. Allowed parameter regions for the analysis of atm
spheric and K2K data in presence ofnm→nt oscillations and dif-
ferent NP effects as labeled in the figure. Each panel shows a
dimensional projection of the allowed five-dimensional region af
marginalization with respect to the three undisplayed parame
The different contours correspond to the two-dimensional allow
regions at 90%, 95%, 99% and 3s C.L. The filled areas in the left
panels show the projected two-dimensional allowed region on
oscillation parametersDm2–sin2u plane. The best fit point is
marked with a star. For the sake of comparison we also show
lines corresponding to the contours in the absence of new phy
and mark with a triangle the position of the best fit point. T
results are shown for the chosen relative signsn

1511; for sn
1

521 the corresponding region would be obtained by sin2u→1
2sin2u. The regions on the right panels show the allowed values
the parameters characterizing the strength and mixing of the
The full regions corresponds to arbitrary values of the phasehn

while the lines correspond to the casehnP$0,p%.
0-4
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We now describe the results of ourx2 analysis of the
standardDm2-OSC1NP scenarios. As discussed in the pr
vious section the analysis contains five parameters:Dm2, u,
Ddn , jn andhn ~or «8, u«u and arg(«) for NSI!. Our results
are summarized in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5, where we show
ferent projections of the allowed 5-dimensional parame
space.

In Figs. 2 and 3 we plot two-dimensional projections
the allowed parameter region for the analysis of atmosph
and K2K data in presence ofnm→nt oscillations and differ-
ent NP effects parametrized in the form Eq.~1!. The corre-
sponding results for the case of NSI are presented in Fig
The regions in each panel are obtained after marginaliza
of x2 with respect to the three undisplayed parameters
they are defined at 90%, 95%, 99% and 3s CL for 2 DOF
(Dx254.61, 5.99, 9.21 and 11.83, respectively!.

The left panels in Figs. 2 and 3 show the projection of
allowed region on the oscillation parametersDm2–sin2u
plane. The best fit point is marked with a star. For the sak
comparison we also show the lines corresponding to the c
tours of the allowed regions for pureDm2-OSC and mark
with a triangle the position of the best fit point. The resu
are shown for the chosen relative signsn

1511. For
sn

1521 the corresponding region would be obtained
sin2u→12sin2u.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for the case ofDm2-OSC1NSI.
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The regions on the right panels of Figs. 2 and 3 show
allowed values for the parameters characterizing the stre
and mixing of the NP. The full regions correspond to ar
trary values of the relative phasehn ~or equivalently to com-
plex « parameter for the NSI case! while the lines show the
results for real relative phasehnP$0,p% ~which for NSI cor-
responds to« real and either positive or negative, respe
tively!. For this second case we show the allowed region
21<sin 2jn<1 where for sn

1511 the sector with21
<sin 2jn<0 and 0<sin 2jn<1 correspond tohn5p and
hn50, respectively, while the opposite holds forsn

1521.
As discussed in the previous section, for the case of arbit
phasehn the full mixing parameter space can be covered
0<jn<p/4, which translates into the symmetry of the a
lowed region aroundjn50.

FIG. 5. Dependence ofDx2 on the oscillation parametersDm2,
sin2u and on the NP strength parameters for the case
Dm2-OSC1NSI.
ing
FIG. 4. Dependence ofDx2 on the oscillation parametersDm2, sin2u and on the NP strength parameterDdn for different NP scenarios.
The full line corresponds to purenm→nt Dm2-OSC. The dashed, dotted and dot-dashed lines correspond to differentDm2-OSC1NP
scenarios as labeled in the figure. The figure is shown forsn

1511. As described in the previous section the results hold forsn
1521 with

the exchange sin2u→12sin2u @see discussion around Eq.~15!#. The individual 3s bounds in Table I can be read from the correspond
panel with the conditionDx2<9.
0-5
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TABLE I. Individual 3s ranges~with 1 DOF! for the oscillation parametersDm2 and sin2u for the
different oscillation plus NP scenarios and 3s bound on the NP strength parameters. The allowed rang
sin2u corresponds tosn

1511. For sn
1521 the corresponding range would be obtained by sin2u→1

2sin2u.

Dm2-OSC Dm2-OSC1NP

n51 CPT-even n50 CPT-even n50 CPT-odd NSI

Dm2 @1023 eV2# 1.4–3.6 1.3–3.6 1.2–3.7 1.2–3.6 1.3–3.6
sin2u 0.33–0.67 0.33–0.68 0.33–0.71 0.33–0.68 0.33–0.6
Ddn @GeVn11# — ,1.6310224 ,6.3310223 ,5.0310223 F<0.035
w
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Several comments are in order. First, from the figures
see that the best fit point for the globalDm2-OSC1NP sce-
narios is always very near the best fit point of pu
Dm2-OSC

Dmbest
2 52.231023 eV2 sin2ubest50.5. ~18!

In other words, the data does not show any evidence of p
ence of NP even as a sub-dominant effect. Second, in ag
ment with SK analysis@2#, we find that with the inclusion of
the three-dimensional atmospheric fluxes and improved c
sections as well as with the reanalyzed data points from
the best fit point and corresponding allowed regions from
atmospheric1K2K neutrino analysis is shifted to slightl
lower values ofDm2 compared to our previous analysis co
responding to the same data set@34#. Third, the figures
t
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va

.

s
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illustrate the robustness of the allowed ranges of mass
mixing derived from the analysis of atmospheric and K2
data under the presence of these generic NP effects. Fo
the analysis allow us to derive well-defined upper bounds
the NP strength.

From Fig. 2 we see that the bounds on the NP stren
parameterDdn tightens for larger values ofjn , being this
effect stronger for NP effects leading to sub-dominant os
lations with stronger energy dependence. In particular,
n51 the bound onDdn for sin22jn51 is a factor;50 stron-
ger than that forjn50, while for n50 the variation of the
bound onDdn with jn is at most a factor;3. This behavior
can be qualitatively understood by studying the modificat
of the oscillation probability at the best fit point of oscilla
tions, Dmbest

2 52.231023 eV2 and sin22ubest51, due to NP
effects:
DP[
Pmm

D m21NP2Pmm
Dm2

Pmm
Dm2 5tan2fb2

112Rn,bsin 2jncoshn1Rn,b
2 sin22jn

112Rn,bsin 2jncoshn1Rn,b
2

sin2~fbA112Rn,bsin 2jncoshn1Rn,b
2 !

12sin2fb

~19!
is

. 3.
NSI

the
the
and

d in

the
t is
where fb52.8(L/103 km)(GeV/E) is the Dm2 oscillation
phase at the best fit point and Rn,b50.91
31021(Ddn /GeV12n)(E/GeV)n11 is the ratio of NP to the
standard oscillation contributions evaluated at the bes
point of oscillations.

From Eq. ~19! we find that as long asfb is small the
dependence ofDP on Rn,b ~and consequently onDdn) is
stronger for larger values ofusin 2jnu, which explains the
tightening of the bound onDdn . This behavior was found in
Ref. @22# for the case withn51.

However, it is worth noticing that the characteristic val
of fb for which NP effects are relevant depends onn since as
n increases the effect becomes important only for higher
ues ofE ~see Fig. 1!. As a consequence, the characteristicfb
for n50 is larger than forn51. Numerical inspection of Eq
~19! also shows that the variation of the dependence ofDP
on Rn,b with sin 2jn decreases asfb increases. This explain
the milder dependence of the bound onDdn with the mixing
angle sin 2jn for n50 as compared with then51 case. The
fit

l-

figure also illustrates that imposing that the Hamiltonian
real does not substantially affect these conclusions.

The same arguments apply to the results for NSI in Fig
In particular one sees that, as expected, the results for
are very similar to those derived for then50 CPT-odd sce-
nario with the identification in Eq.~17!, ^DrNSI&;7
310222F GeV.

More quantitative conclusions on the robustness of
derived ranges for the oscillation parameters and on
bounds on the NP strength can be obtained from Figs. 4
5 where we plot the marginalizedDx2 as a function of the
oscillation parameters,Dm2 and sin2u, and of the NP
strength parameters, for different NP scenarios as labele
the figures.

In Table I we list the 3s allowed ranges forDm2 and
sin2u. We read that the derived ranges are robust under
presence of these generic forms of NP whose only effec
slightly enlarging the allowed range ofDm2 by &15%, and
the lower bound on sin22u by &7% at the 3s level. We have
0-6
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verified that these conclusions hold for other scenarios c
acterized by different values ofn.

In terms of specific forms of NP the bounds onDdn imply
that ATM1K2K limit the possible VLI in thenm –nt sector
via CPT-even effects to

udvu<8.1310225 ~1.6310224! ~20!

and the possible VEP is constrained to

ufDgu<4.0310225 ~8.0310225! ~21!

at 90% (3s), improving by a factor 8 the previous derive
limits in these scenarios@22#. We also find that in thenm –nt
the VLI via CPT-odd effects is constrained to

udbu<3.2310223 ~5.0310223! GeV ~22!

at 90% (3s). These bounds are three orders of magnitu
stronger than the approximate limit derived in Bargeret al.
@17# from considering the effects in downgoing atmosphe
neutrinos. They are consistent with the estimate in Ref.@17#
for the expected sensitivity in upward going muons.

Non-universality of the neutrino couplings to a torsio
field verify

uQdku<4.0310223 ~6.3310223! GeV ~23!

at 90% (3s).
For the case of non-standard neutrino interactions we

the 90% (3s) bounds

~20.021!20.013<«<0.010~0.017!

u«8u<0.029~0.052! ~HNSI real!,

u«u<0.013~0.021!

u«8u<0.034~0.060! ~HNSI complex!
~24!

where the upper limits correspond to the case of real NSI
the lower ones to the general case of complex«. These limits
complement and update the previously derived bounds
Refs.@28,36#.

Finally we have estimated the sensitivity of a future
mospheric neutrino experiment to these NP effects. In or
to do so we have simulated the expected signal in a SK-
detector with 20 times the present SK statistics and sa
systematics. Assuming that no deviations from the expe
tions fromDm2-OSC are observed, we find that the sensit
ity can be extended by a factor 2–3 with respect to
bounds in Eqs.~20!–~24!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have studied the robustness of our pres
determination of the neutrino masses and mixing from
analysis of the atmospheric and K2K data under the prese
of some new physics effects in thenm –nt sector. In particu-
lar, we have performed a global analysis to atmospheric
K2K data for scenarios where vector-like or tensor-like n
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physics interactions affect the neutrino evolution toget
with the standardDm2-mixing effect.

We have concluded that the data does not show any
dence of these new physics effects even at the sub-domi
level. As a consequence the derived range of oscillation
rameters is robust under the presence of those unknown
fects. The quantification of this statement is shown in Figs
and 5 and in Table I, from which we read that inclusion
these new physics effects can at most enlarge the allo
range ofDm2 by &15% and relax the lower bound on sin22u
by &7% at the 3s level.

From the analysis we have also derived upper bounds
the strength of the new physics effects in thenm –nt sector.
In particular we show in Eqs.~20! and~22! the bound on the
possible violation of Lorentz Invariance via CPT-even a
CPT-odd effects in the neutrino evolution respectively. T
constraint on the violation of the equivalence princip
~VEP! due to non-universal coupling of the neutrinos
gravitational potential is given in Eq.~21!, while bounds on
non-universal couplings of the neutrino to a torsion field a
displayed in Eq.~23!. The constraints on non-standard ne
trino interactions with matter are shown in Eq.~24!.
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APPENDIX A: STATISTICAL TREATMENT
OF ATMOSPHERIC DATA

We summarize here our updated statistical analysis of
atmospheric data. For convenience we have adopted thepull
method used previously by the SK Collaboration~see for
instance Refs.@37,38# for details on their latest analysis! and
by the Bari group@25,39#. There are however some technic
differences which we describe next.

The basic idea of the pull method consists in paramet
ing the systematic errors and the theoretical uncertaintie
terms of a set of variables$j i%, calledpulls, which are then
treated on the same footing as the other parameters of
model. Thex2 function can be decomposed into the sum
two parts:

x2~vW ,jW !5xdata
2 ~vW ,jW !1xpulls

2 ~jW !, ~A1!

where vW denotes the parameters of the model,xdata
2 is the

usual term describing the deviation of the experimental
sults from their theoretical predictions, and the extra te
xpulls

2 provides proper penalties to account for deviations
the systematics and the theoretical inputs from their nom
value. It is convenient to define the pulls in such a way t
for each source of systematics or theoretical inputi the value
j i50 corresponds to the ‘‘expected value’’ reported by t
collaboration or predicted by the theory, andj i561 corre-
sponds to a 1s deviation.
0-7
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For the Super-Kamiokande experimentxpulls
2 (jW ) can be

properly written as a positive quadratic function ofj i . The
interpretations of the pulls is particularly transparent if t
sources of uncertainties are selected to be independen
each other. In this case the pulls are uncorrelated and
expression ofxpulls

2 is very simple:

xpulls
2 ~jW !5(

i
j i

2 . ~A2!

In its original formulation, the set of pulls selected b
Super-Kamiokande@37# did not verify this condition and a
correlation matrix between the selected pulls~provided by
SK collaboration from their MC simulation! had to be in-
cluded. In our analysis, however, we have identified
dominant independent sources of systematic uncertaintie
SK analysis, and we use them as the basis for our pulls.
have characterized the theoretical and systematic uncer
ties in terms of 18 independent sources of error: 4 to par
etrize the theoretical uncertainties associated to the at
spheric fluxes~which we describe in Sec. A1!, 6 for the
theoretical uncertainties in the interaction cross secti
~given in Sec. A2! and 8 sources of experimental systema
errors~described in Sec. A3!. To the point to which the com
parison is possible, this seems close to the approach follo
by Super-Kamiokande in their latest analysis@38#.

The form ofxdata
2 depends on the expected distribution

the experimental results. Under the standard approxima
of Gaussian distribution, we have:

xdata
2 ~vW ,jW !5(

n
S Rn

th~vW ,jW !2Rn
ex

sn
stat D 2

~A3!

whereRn
th (Rn

ex) is the ratio between the expected~observed!
number of events and the theoretical Monte Carlo for
case of no oscillations. Note that the dependence ofxdata

2 on

both the parametersvW and the pullsjW is entirely through
Rn

th(vW ,jW ). In the pull approach,vW andjW play a very similar
role, and in principle should be treated in the same w
However, for the Super-Kamiokande experiment the bou
on jW implied by xpulls

2 are in general significantly stronge
than those implied byxdata

2 , and it is therefore a good ap

proximation to retain the dependence ofxdata
2 on jW only to the

lowest orders. This is done by expandingRn
th(vW ,jW ) in powers

of j i up to the first order:

Rn
th~vW ,jW !'Rn

th~vW !F11(
i 51

18

pn
i ~vW !j i G ,

where H Rn
th~vW ! [Rn

th~vW ,0!,

Rn
th~vW !pn

i ~vW ! [
]Rn

th~vW ,jW !

]j i
U

jW50

.

~A4!
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It is easy to prove@39# that under the approximation~A4!
Eq. ~A1! is mathematically equivalent to the usual cova
ance definition of thex2 which we employed before in Refs
@34,41#. Thus the small difference in the results are not d
to the different statistical treatment, but to differences eit
in the input parameters or in the updated values used for
systematic and theoretical uncertainties.

Furthermore within the present precision one can sa
neglect the dependence ofpn

i on the neutrino parametersvW .
With this approximation, we can write:

x2~vW !5min
jW

F (
n51

55 S Rn
th~vW !F11(

i
pn

i j i G2Rn
ex

sn
stat

D 2

1(
i 51

18

j i
2G ~A5!

where we have introduced the functionx2(vW )
5min$ji%

x2(vW ,jW). It is clear from Eq.~A5! that in the present
approach the systematic and theoretical uncertainties
completely characterized by the set of quantities$pn

i %, which
describe the strength of the ‘‘coupling’’ between the pullj i

and the observableRn
th .

In the rest of this section we will discuss in detail how w
have parametrized and taken into account the various sou
of uncertainty and list the derived values for$pn

i %.

1. Flux uncertainties

Flux uncertainties are theoretical uncertainties aris
from our limited knowledge of the atmospheric neutrin
fluxes. Following Refs.@37,38# we have parametrized them
in terms of four pulls:jnorm

flux , j tilt
flux , j ratio

flux and jzenith
flux . The

corresponding coefficientspn
i are listed in Table II.

jnorm
flux is the pull associated to the total normalization err

which we set tosnorm
flux 520% @40#.

j tilt
flux is a ‘‘tilt’’ factor which parametrizes possible devia

tions of the energy dependence of the atmospheric flu
from the simple power law. Following Refs.@37,38#, we de-
fine:

Fd~E!5F0~E!S E

E0
D d

'F0~E!F11d ln
E

E0
G ~A6!

and assume an uncertainty on the factord, sd55% @37,38#.
Also in analogy with Refs.@37,38# we have chosenE0

52 GeV. We then calculate numerically the coefficientspn
tilt

as follows: we compute the expected number of events fo
given binNn usingFd(E) for the central value ofd and for
d6sd and obtain the corresponding couplingpn

tilt as the
relative change inNn . The results reported in the secon
column of Table II are obtained neglecting the effect of o
cillations. However we have verified that when the depe
0-8
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TABLE II. Coupling factorspn
i of the flux pullsjnorm

flux , j tilt
flux , j ratio

flux andjzenith
flux with the various observables

When the notation (v1 ,v2) is used~second and third column for contained events!, the first number refer to
e-like events and the second tom-like events.

Sample Bin jnorm
flux j tilt

flux j ratio
flux jzenith

flux

1 20% (21.44,21.11)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 20.935%

2 20% (21.43,21.11)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 20.735%

3 20% (21.42,21.11)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 20.535%

4 20% (21.42,21.10)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 20.335%

sub-GeV 5 20% (21.42,21.10)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 20.135%

(e,m) 6 20% (21.42,21.10)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 10.135%

7 20% (21.42,21.10)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 10.335%

8 20% (21.43,21.10)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 10.535%

9 20% (21.44,21.10)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 10.735%

10 20% (21.46,21.10)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 10.935%

1 20% (10.35,10.91)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 20.935%

2 20% (10.38,10.92)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 20.735%

3 20% (10.42,10.94)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 20.535%

4 20% (10.49,10.98)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 20.335%

multi-GeV 5 20% (10.56,11.04)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 20.135%

(e,m) 6 20% (10.56,11.04)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 10.135%

7 20% (10.49,10.98)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 10.335%

8 20% (10.43,10.95)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 10.535%

9 20% (10.39,10.93)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 10.735%

10 20% (10.35,10.90)35% (22.5%,12.5%) 10.935%

1 20% 11.7535% — 20.935%

stopping 2 20% 11.7235% — 20.735%

m events 3 20% 11.7335% — 20.535%

4 20% 11.7635% — 20.335%

5 20% 11.8435% — 20.135%

1 20% 14.6435% — 20.9535%

2 20% 14.3435% — 20.8535%

3 20% 14.4835% — 20.7535%

4 20% 14.4335% — 20.6535%

thrugoing 5 20% 14.6835% — 20.5535%

m events 6 20% 14.6235% — 20.4535%

7 20% 14.6135% — 20.3535%

8 20% 14.9635% — 20.2535%

9 20% 15.0135% — 20.1535%

10 20% 15.2235% — 20.0535%
is

e

y o

to-
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ts.

ties
ross
dence of thepn
tilt on the neutrino oscillation parameters

properly taken into account we find very similar results.
j ratio

flux parametrizes the uncertainty on thenm /ne ratio,
which is assumed to besm/e55% @37,38,40# and following
Ref. @37# we assign a couplingpm

m/e52pe
m/e5sm/e/2.

jzenith
flux describes the uncertainty on the zenith angle dep

dence, which we assume energy independent. As in Ref.@37#
we parametrize the coupling for this pull for the binn of a
given sample aspn

zenith55% ^cosu&n . This means that this
uncertainty can induce an error in the up-down asymmetr
03301
n-

f

events which we conservatively take to be 5%. In Ref.@37#
the assumed up-down uncertainty was smaller~2.5%! and a
separate zenith-pull was introduced for the horizontal-
vertical ratio uncertainty of 2%. We have verified that with
the present precision both parametrizations of the uncert
ties in the zenith angle distribution give very similar resul

2. Cross-section uncertainties

Cross section uncertainties are theoretical uncertain
associated to our ignorance on the neutrino interaction c
0-9
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TABLE III. Coupling factorspn
i of the cross-section pullsjnorm

QE , j ratio
QE , jnorm

1p , j ratio
1p , jnorm

DIS andj ratio
DIS with

the various observables. The couplings are the same for all the bins in a given data sample.

Sample jnorm
QE j ratio

QE jnorm
1p j ratio

1p jnorm
DIS j ratio

DIS

sub-GeVe 11.3% 20.19% 3.2% 20.10% 0.5% 20.01%

sub-GeVm 11.3% 10.19% 3.2% 10.11% 0.5% 10.01%

multi-GeV e 6.1% 20.20% 5.0% 20.13% 3.9% 20.49%

multi-GeV m 2.1% 10.07% 5.2% 10.14% 7.7% 10.98%

stoppingm 2.3% — 1.4% — 7.5% —

thrugoingm 0.5% — 0.2% — 9.6% —
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section. In our calculation we follow the standard approa
and consider separately the contributions to the interac
cross section from the exclusive channels of lower multip
ity: quasi-elastic scattering~QE!, and single pion production
(1p), and include all additional channels as part of the de
inelastic~DIS! cross section~also refer to as multi-pion!. We
neglect for simplicity coherent scattering on oxygen a
neutral-current interactions, which contribute only marg
ally to the considered data samples.

We assume that each of these three contributions to
cross sections are subject to different sources of uncertai
which allow to consider the corresponding pulls as indep
dent. For each type of neutrino interactions we introduce
pulls:

jnorm
QE , jnorm

1p , jnorm
DIS describe the total normalization error

We conservatively assumesnorm
sQE 515% and snorm

s1p 515%.
For the normalization error of the DIS cross section we
timatesnorm

sDIS515% for contained events andsnorm
sDIS510% for

upward-going muons from the spread of theoretical pred
tions arising from the use of different sets of nucleon str
ture functions. The relevant coefficientspn

i are listed in
Table III. They are obtained computing the relative change
the number of expected events in a given data sample ar
from the use of eithers i or s i6snorm

s i for each of the three
contributions to the cross section.

j ratio
QE , j ratio

1p , j ratio
DIS parametrize the uncertainty of th

s i ,nm
/s i ,ne

ratios. This error is relevant only for containe
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events, and it is much smaller than the total normalizat
uncertainty. The numbers listed in Table III are obtain
from Ref. @37#.

3. Systematic uncertainties

The systematics uncertainties of the Super-Kamioka
experiment are derived from Tables 9.2, 9.3, 9.4 and 9.5
Ref. @37#. We include in our calculations the following
sources of systematics~see Table IV!:

jhadron
sys is the pull for the uncertainty associated with th

simulation of hadronic interactions;
jm/e

sys is the pull for the errors in the particle identificatio
procedure;

j ring
sys is the pull for the uncertainty coming from the ring

counting procedure;
j f-vol

sys is the pull for the uncertainty in the fiducial volum
determination;

jE-cal
sys is the pull for the uncertainty in the energy calibr

tion;
jPC-nrm

sys is the pull for the relative normalization betwee
partially-contained and fully-contained events.

j track
sys is the pull for the uncertainty in the track reconstru

tion of upgoing muons;
jup-eff

sys is the pull for the uncertainty in the detection effi
ciency of upgoing muons and the stopping-thrugoing sep
tion.
data

TABLE IV. Coupling factors of the systematics pullsjhadron

sys , jm /e
sys , j ring

sys , j f-vol
sys , jE-cal

sys , jPC-nrm
sys , jFC/PC

sys ,
j track

sys andjup-eff
sys with the various observables. The coefficients are the same for all the bins in a given

sample.

Sample jhadron
sys jm /e

sys j ring
sys j f-vol

sys jE-cal
sys jFC/PC

sys j track
sys jup-eff

sys

sub-GeVe 20.25% 21.1% 20.75% 20.3% 20.4% — — —

sub-GeVm 10.25% 11.1% 10.75% 10.3% 10.4% — — —

multi-GeV e 20.50% 21.6% 22.75% 20.5% 20.4% — — —

multi-GeV m 11.10% 11.6% 15.40% 11.4% 12.0% 2.85% — —

stoppingm — — 10.30% 10.7% 10.3% — 6.4% 1.4%

thrugoingm — — 10.30% 10.7% 10.3% — 1.4% 1.0%
0-10
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